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Your Network is Our Business

Professional Services
Health Check and Configuration Audit
OVERVIEW
Invest in a next-generation firewall and always operate at optimum condition. Our Health Check and Configuration Audit Service is a comprehensive
examination of the best tailor-fit solution for your operations.

HEALTH
fully optimized
and aligned with your organization’s network security goals.
CHECK

Our consultants will discuss with you the possible security exposures, make recommendations, design and configure your system to make sure that it is

BENEFITS
Our consultants will review your next-generation firewall topology and architecture on and off-site:

- Review of topology design requirements, priorities, and organization security objectives
- Address any design related questions
- Review of protocol design and configuration
- Review of feature design and configuration
- Recommendation based on requirements
- Recommendations on next generation firewall security design
- Recommendations pertaining to design related issues
- Management options will also be discussed, including central management via Panorama, as
well as logging and SIEM solutions

HEALTH CHECK AND CONFIGURATION AUDIT
Our consultants will analyze the existing production next-generation firewalls and examine

Design Review

performance metrics. The consultant will review traffic, threats, WildFire, and system logs, and

Health Check

make recommendations on changes if applicable. The consultant will also review firewall system

Feature Optimization

parameters, such as sessions, resources, and drops and verify that the firewall is performing
optimally. The consultant will then compare the configuration with current best practices and
provide feedback if there are optimizations available to increase performance. The consultant will

Configuration Audit
Reporting

also validate the configuration of the next-generation firewall feature sets and suggest ways to
make the best use of various features such as: App-ID, User-ID, Content-ID, and Global Protect.

FEATURE OPTIMIZATION
Our consultants will provide a system analysis to maintain, tune and optimize your next generation firewall features such as App-ID, User-ID, Content-ID,
and Global Protect. The feature optimization process begins with an analysis of the all features ensuring they are aligned with your organizations network
security goals. Recommendations on configuration changes may then be provided to further leverage next generation features. Assistance via remote
session would then be available to assist in any proposed changes. With the Health Check and Configuration Audit service, organizations can get peace
of mind to ensure that their firewall provides the security and performance required to meet their needs.

Founded in Vancouver, BC, February, 2004, X10 Networks deliverables include network engineering,
security consulting, network troubleshooting and optimization, project management, training and
support services. Leveraging our principals, extensive technical knowledge and long industry
experience, we ensure each customer network performs at optimum levels, while meeting business
needs and delivering the best return on investment. To help in providing scalable and reliable
solutions, X10 Networks partners with various leading and emerging technology vendors. X10
Networks is actively engaged in network and security engineering projects for public and private
sector customers such as Education, HealthCare, Transportation, Government, Financial, Insurance,
and others. Our extensive background in network communications along with strong relationships
with leading vendors in the industry gives us a unique perspective in providing end-to-end
networking solutions in areas of Network Infrastructure, Network Security and Application Delivery.
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